Exhibitor Feedback Form - REGIONAL-Level Exhibits Only

Show: ________________________

Exhibit Title: _________________________________________________________________ Frame Nos._____________

For the Jury (First Responder): _________________________ Chief Judge: _______________________________

Email: _____________________ reviewed

( primary contact/first responder)

---

Treatm e n t

**Title/Title Page:** Appropriate title, scope, limitations
**Treatment:** Plan, development, clarity, balance, relevance, comprehensiveness, fit (maximum 20 points) _____
**Importance:** Subject and philatelic importance (maximum 10 points) _____

---

K n o w l e d g e, Study, and Research

**Philatelic and Subject Knowledge:** Selection and application, correctness, brevity (maximum 25 points) _____
**Personal Study and Research:** Analysis, evaluation, original research (maximum 10 points) _____
(For thematic exhibits, thematic and philatelic Knowledge, Study and Research have equal weight, the two areas total the maximum of 35 points)

---

R a r i t y and Condition

**Rarity:** Challenge, difficulty of acquisition, presence of rare material (maximum 20 points) _____
**Condition:** Physical condition and appearance in light of quality obtainable (maximum 10 points) _____

---

P r e s e n t a t i o n

**Presentation:** General layout, neatness, freedom from distractions (maximum 5 points) _____

---

O t h e r Comments or Recommendations *(use reverse as necessary)*

Total points: _____

---

S p e c i a l Awards

Regional Award Levels: Large Gold 85-100; Gold 80-84; Large Vermeil 75-79; Vermeil 70-74; Large Silver 65-69; Silver 60-64; Silver-Bronze 55-59; Bronze 50-54; Certificate <50. **Do not use for national level exhibits**
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